
SHORT PIECE OF HUMOROUS WRITING AWARDS

Enter Christopher Fielden's short story competition 'To Hull & Back'. A humorous UK writing contest, awarding the
greatest writing prize known to man. This is the bit that will send tingles down your spine. Joy will ravage your very being
and .

The Without-Whom Award for Premature Acknowledgments Entries are now being accepted from unsigned
authors who have spent the entire day fiddling around with a secret Word document called ThankYous.
Submissions must be published in the prior year so books published in are eligible for the award. To my
knowledge, To Hull And Back is the only short story competition that celebrates humorous writing. Dare I say
it? Look on it like a meal. It may appear festive on the surface, but there is always turmoil and affliction
within. Also attach a picture of yourself so I can use it with your bio on this website should you be longlisted,
shortlisted or win the competition. So, using my name as an example: 'Competition Entry - Chris Fielden'. But
no, there it was, in print. I update this page once a year. Deadline: Monthly. Deadline: Recurrent contests
throughout the year â€” be sure to check the website for deadlines! Be imaginative and invent original,
interesting storylines that I am unlikely to have seen before. We always appreciate feedback from our
customers - both positive and constructive, but it's always great to hear when we are doing it right. They also
offer a handful of contests themselves , including the Wergle Flomp Humor Poetry Contest which sounds
delightful. Deadline: Contest is held annually with rotating genres; the deadline for nonfiction has passed, and
information has not yet been published. I have taken a look at your video. I run a humorous short story
competition which boasts the most amazing prize in the known macrocosm. Eligible authors should submit a
work of fiction, such as a novel or short story collection, published in the calendar year. Your stanzas â€”
rhyming or not â€” could be worth a fair amount of money in these poetry competitions. I was speechless with
honor. You can see the most recent winner's video here: Regular Short Story Competitions The first table lists
weekly, monthly, bi-monthly, quarterly and bi-annual short story competitions. The novel is about life on the
planet Zendar, which is inhabited by creatures who. Deadline: Annual submissions must be postmarked
between May 1 through June  Award for an Unpublished Manuscript Seeking new voices in contemporary
fiction. If you can't supply your entry in one of the named formats, please contact me - we can usually find a
way around it. I had invented him, and our relationship soon became symbiotic: he allowed me to pass,
briefly, as a funny person, and I allowed myself, despite his considerable faults, to fall in love with him. I no
longer accept. My eye doctor, during every annual checkup, tells me that he intends to write novels when he
retires; I am always tempted to tell him about my plan to take up ophthalmology in my golden years. This also
means you can submit your work elsewhere at the same time as entering it into this competition. If I manage
to collect more money from the entry fees than anticipated, the extra cash will be put towards the next
competition to increase the prize fund - my long term aim is to offer a 5 figure first prize.


